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Linux Do-It-Yourself:
Part XII — Dynamic Web Page
Content from PHP and MySQL

By  S c o t t  C o u r t n ey

Last month, Penny Penguin created her first dynamic pages using the PHP
programming language.This month, the Ice Floe Housing Web site starts to get
much more interesting, with the addition of an online catalog. We will start
with the basic site as it stood at the end of the last article, and will be adding
quite a bit of code.

OF
course, Penny’s catalog for Ice Floe
Housing could be done in static

HTML without even using PHP. There are a
couple of drawbacks to this, though. First,
every time an item was added, removed or
changed, Penny would have to manually edit
a fairly complex Web page and then upload
the revised version to the server. Second, the
structure of the HTML code for each item in
the catalog is probably the same as for every
other item, with only the content differing. If
Penny were to update the HTML manually,
she would be doing a lot of repetitive work—
and Penny Penguin is way too smart for that!
Third, if the catalog is static HTML, then only
one person can update it at a time. If Ice Floe
Housing does well, the company could soon
grow to the point where it would be desirable
to have more than one person able to update
the catalog, perhaps even simultaneously.

This touches on another problem with static
HTML. If Penny implements the Ice Floe
Housing catalog statically, then the information
about available products relates to physical lay-
out of the page. In other words, the content has
close ties to the presentation. This means that
Penny could not change the layout of the page
without manually editing a lot of almost-
identical copies of the same HTML code.
Furthermore, the data stored in static pages is
not accessible elsewhere, so if Penny ever wants
to do a Web-based inventory management sys-
tem, or add e-commerce capability to the site,
static HTML is not a very good way to go.

With all of these things in mind, Penny
Penguin knows that dynamically generated
catalog pages are the only way to go.

To get started, she needs to create a data-
base. If MySQL is installed and running on
the server, the commands are easy. From the
command shell, one needs to login to
MySQL’s interactive interface as the root user
(this is not the same as being “root” at the
Linux operating system level):

mysql —user=root —password —database=mysql

The “database=mysql” part of this com-
mand tells MySQL that we wish to operate on
the meta-database, that is, a system-defined
database that contains parameters for all the
other databases. “—password” tells the system
to prompt for the root database password.
Penny is now in the MySQL interactive envi-
ronment, and the prompt changes to “mysql>”
to indicate this. Until otherwise specified, you
enter all commands that follow in this article
from the MySQL prompt and not from the
Linux shell.

Penny needs to do three things to establish her
database: create the database, create a user

account to manage it, and create tables within
the new database to hold the catalog informa-
tion. The commands to do this are in FIGURE 1.

We have created a database called “icefloe”
and a username of “icefloe” with a password
of “tux” (obviously trivial—pick a much more
cryptic one for real applications!). The four-
teen instances of ‘N’ in the second command
represent Boolean values that grant permis-
sions (or, rather, indicate lack of permissions)
for this new username. The third command
grants this new user all privileges on the
“icefloe” database, but we do not want this
user to have any global privileges, that is,
privileges that affect other databases on the
system. In a real-world application, you may
need to be a little more specific about privi-
leges and perhaps have separate database
accounts for administration versus those used
by the Web server. However, this will suffice
for our Ice Floe Housing example.

Now from the Linux command shell, Penny
must tell MySQL to reload its internal cache
of the user permission data. Otherwise, the
new username will not be accepted. (This is a
very common mistake of those new to
MySQL.) Therefore, Penny enters:

create database icefloe;
insert into user values (‘localhost’,’icefloe’,password(‘tux’), 
‘N’,’N’,’N’,’N’,’N’,’N’,’N’,’N’,’N’,’N’,’N’,’N’,’N’,’N’);
grant all on icefloe.* to icefloe;
exit

FIGURE 1: INITIALIZING THE NEW DATABASE FOR ICE FLOE HOUSING'S ONLINE CATALOG
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mysqladmin —user=root —password reload

to reload the metadata without actually killing and
restarting MySQL’s daemon. Then she enters:

mysql —user=icefloe —password=tux icefloe

to go back into the MySQL environment, but
this time logged in as the “icefloe” user and
working in the “icefloe” database.

Time to create the catalog tables! Penny
uses the following SQL commands to create
three tables (see FIGURE 2).

The product_types table simply maps a type
number (integer) to a category of products. In
a real application, the table that does this
typically has more fields (columns) that con-
trol things like how the pricing works for this
product type, how shipping costs are calculated,
and so forth. The manufacturer’s table maps a
manufacturer code number (again, an integer)
to the name of that company. In a real applica-
tion, this table would typically contain further
information such as the manufacturer’s mailing
address, web URL, phone number, and so forth.

The “meat” of this example database is the
catalog table, which will contain one record
(row) for each item in the catalog. This table’s
fields include a catalog number (“cat_num-
ber”), which Penny will assign by hand to
each product, ID numbers for that product’s
manufacturer and its product type, the name,
short description (“summary”), and long
description (“detail”) for the product, and pric-
ing data. There is a basic unit price for when
the customer orders one of something, and
there is a quantity breakpoint (“lot_size”) and
a unit price if bought in lots rather than singly.

Eventually, Penny Penguin will want to
build a Web-based front end to allow easy
catalog maintenance, but for now, she can
just use SQL commands to populate some
example data (see FIGURE 3).

We have put in three manufacturers, three
product types, and three products. Two of the
products are igloos; Ice Floe Housing makes
them, and they do not have quantity pricing
(hence the zero in the lot_size field). The third
product, an ice saw made by Acme Widget
Works, costs less in lots of five. Notice that
single quotes appearing within any text or
character field are double quotes in the SQL
command, as a form of escape sequence.

Now it is time to build the catalog page!
There are two ways Penny can access a database
from PHP. The language has native functions
for several database types, including MySQL,
PostgreSQL, generic ODBC, Microsoft SQL

Server™, Oracle™, and others. The problem
with this approach is that the functions are
slightly different for each database type.

Fortunately, a team of open source developers
has created the PEAR libraries for PHP. PEAR,
which stands for “PHP Extension and
Application Repositories,” is a set of modules
that provide useful enhancements to PHP.
Database access is only one section of PEAR;
you can read more about this useful library from
the project web site, http://pear.php.net/. One
nice thing about PEAR is that, although it is not
the only database library for PHP, it ships with
PHP itself as part of the basic installation pack-
age. As long as you install the PHP environment
with PEAR enabled, you can add PEAR func-
tions to any PHP program simply by adding the
following lines at the beginning of your code:

require_once(“PEAR.php”);

require_once(“DB.php”);

The PHP runtime has an intrinsic include path
that will, if configured correctly, tell it where to
find PEAR and PEAR’s database library,
“PEAR.php” and “DB.php”, respectively. At this
time, we will also add to our “include” directory
a new module, called “html.inc”, which contains
some useful functions for managing the more
repetitive aspects of HTML code generation.

Since Penny has wisely built her Web site to
incorporate a common “header.inc” file on every
PHP page, we need to change only one file to add
PEAR and our HTML module into the code. The
new “header.inc” file is in FIGURE 4 (on page 28).

Notice that the code that generates the <html>
tag and everything in the <head>…</head>
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create table product_types (id int not null auto_increment,
name varchar(50) not null,
primary key (id),
unique index (name));

create table manufacturers (id int not null auto_increment,
name varchar(50) not null,
primary key (id),
unique index (name));

create table catalog (cat_number varchar(16) not null,
product_type int not null, name varchar(40) not null,
mfg_id int not null default 0, price float not null,
lot_size int not null default 1,
lot_unit_price float not null,
summary text, detail text,
primary key (cat_number),
unique index ix_name (name,cat_number),
unique index ix_type (product_type, name, cat_number),
unique index ix_mfg (mfg_id,name,cat_number));

FIGURE 2: CREATING THE THREE TABLES FOR THE PRODUCT CATALOG DATABASE

insert into manufacturers values (1,’Ice Floe Housing’);
insert into manufacturers values (2,’Woolybear Blankets, Inc.’);
insert into manufacturers values (3,’Acme Widget Works’);

insert into product_types values (1,’Homes’);
insert into product_types values (2,’Home Decor and Accessories’);
insert into product_types values (3,’Tools and Supplies’);

insert into catalog values (‘IGL-001’,1,’Wonder Warm Basic Igloo’,1,4500,0,0,’The
Wonder Warm basic igloo provides affordable yet comfortable housing.’,’Our basic
igloo is three meters in diameter and made of solid, dependable blocks of polar
ice. It has one entrance, a semicircular tube one meter in diameter.’);

insert into catalog values (‘IGL-002’,1,’Wonder Warm Deluxe
Igloo’,1,5800,0,0,’The Wonder Warm deluxe igloo is our top-of-the-line offering,
with many luxurious appointments.’,’When you’’re ready to step up to the finest
housing in the polar regions, try our deluxe Wonder Warm igloo! It is a full five
meters in diamater, made of the same dependable ice blocks as our basic model,
and has two entrances for your convenience.’);

insert into catalog values (‘SAW-ICE-45’,3,’45 cm Titanium-Edged Ice
Saw’,3,65,5,60,’Need to saw through massive ice in a hurry? This titanium-edged
beauty can do it!’,’The 45cm blade on this saw has real titanium inserts, so it
stays sharp for years with minimal care. Our crews use this very same saw to cut
the blocks for our Wonder Warm ice homes, so you know it’’s built to professional
standards for quality and durability’);

FIGURE 3: INSERTING SOME EXAMPLE PRODUCT DATA INTO THE CATALOG
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section has been replaced with calls to the
function getHeadSection(). This allows the
use of some smarter logic to generate things
like keywords and other metatags. Right now,
we have implemented those things in a primi-
tive way, but the “hooks” now exist to expand
on this later, and that is a very important
long-term design objective.

Now Penny needs to make a new file,
“catalog.php”, which will list the catalog on
one page, neatly formatted. For now, she
isn’t worried about search features or having
multiple pages, but these things will need to
be added before Ice Floe Housing’s catalog
gets too big. The lengthy SQL command
will retrieve the product catalog if executed
manually from the MySQL command
prompt (see FIGURE 5).

The output is sorted first by product type
(the names, in alphabetical order, not the
integer ID numbers) and then by catalog
number within each product category. This
will probably be sensible to most of Ice Floe
Housing’s customers.

Here is the beginning of the “catalog.php”
file. Unlike some of the earlier examples, this
web page (which goes under the “html” direc-
tory, not in the “include” directory) will be
purely PHP code, with no static HTML at all.
The PHP print() function only generates any
HTML sent to the browser. See FIGURE 6.

The first long line is the include() call to
make sure the standard headers are incorpo-
rated into this page. Then there is a function,
isDetailMode(), which looks at one of the CGI
“GET” variables and returns TRUE if that
variable is set and FALSE if it is empty. We’ll
see in a moment how the remaining code uses
this function.

The next section of code in “catalog.php”
looks like what’s in FIGURE 7 (on page 29).

The function getRowHTML() accepts an
associative array where the subscripts are the
column names from the SQL query
(explained below). It then retrieves the con-
tents of that array and turns it into formatted
HTML code, returning that HTML to the
caller. In PHP programming, it is usually bet-
ter to have functions that generate HTML
code return a string to the caller rather than
printing the HTML within the function. This
allows you to use your functions elsewhere,
promoting better code portability.

Note the use of the built-in function html-
specialchars() for the text values such as
“summary” and “detail”. This ensures that
characters such as “<” and “>”, which
would have special meaning in HTML, are

converted to HTML escape sequences if
they occur in the strings. Also, note that any
double-quote within a string must be
escaped by a leading backslash in PHP. At
many points, we insert “\n” sequences to put
newline characters into the generated
HTML. These are not significant to the
browser, but improve readability of the
HTML in case we have to debug.

getRowHTML() will be called once for
every catalog entry in summary mode, and
will be called once only in detail mode. It uses
the function isDetailMode() to alter its behav-
ior based on which mode is desired.

Now that the functions for HTML generation
are done, all that remains is to add the code for
the database query. See FIGURE 8 (on page 29).

Notice how the SQL can vary slightly
depending on whether part of the URL contains

a specific catalog number. Most of the SQL
is always the same. $sql1 contains the
invariant part of the query, while $sql is the
SQL code that will actually be passed to the
database functions.

Notice the line “$db =& DB::connect(….)”
in the preceding code. This calls the object
class “DB” in the PEAR library and asks it to
create a database connection, using the param-
eters specified. Among those parameters are
the database username and password. It is nor-
mally not a good idea to put such information
into any file that is within the DOCU-
MENT_ROOT of a Web server, as
“catalog.php” is! For better security, Penny
will want to move this line of code into the
“header.inc” file that resides under the
“include” directory rather than the “html”
directory. In the previous article in this series,
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<?php
# This is the common header file for Ice Floe Housing.

# First we grab the html.inc include file, which defines
# utility functions for us.
require_once(“html.inc”);
require_once(“PEAR.php”);
require_once(“DB.php”);

# Make sure that we have some kind of title for the page
if ($title == “”) {

$title = “Ice Floe Housing, Inc.”;
}
# Add the standard keywords to anything the
# page has specified
$std_keywords = “igloos, Ice Floe Housing, ice, homes”;
if (empty($keywords)) {

$keywords = $std_keywords;
} else {

$keywords = $std_keywords . “,” . $keywords;
}
print(getHeadSection($title,$keywords,
“Ice Floe Housing offers residential structures for cold climates.”));
?>
<body bgcolor=”black” text=”white” link=”grey” vlink=”grey” alink=”grey”>
<h1 align=”center”><?php print($title); ?></h1>

FIGURE 4: CHANGES TO THE COMMON HEADER TO ADD THE PEAR LIBRARIES

select catalog.*, manufacturers.name mfg, product_types.name prod_type from catalog
left join manufacturers on catalog.mfg_id=manufacturers.id left join product_types
on catalog.product_type=product_types.id order by prod_type,cat_number;

FIGURE 5: JOINING THE THREE PRODUCT CATALOG TABLES TO OBTAIN A LISTING OF ALL
ITEMS IN THE CATALOG

<?php
include($_SERVER[“DOCUMENT_ROOT”] . “/../include/header.inc”);

# If the GET variable “cat_number” is empty, then we should display
# a summary of multiple items. If it’s not empty, we display detail
# on one item only, retrieved by that particular catalog number.
# This function provides a TRUE/FALSE (boolean) result that tells
# us which case is in effect.
function isDetailMode() {

return !empty($_GET[“cat_number”]);
}

FIGURE 6: CHECKING THE URL PARAMETER TO DETERMINE DETAIL OR SUMMARY DISPLAY MODE
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we mentioned that separating the include files
into their own directory improved security.
Now you know why!

At last, it’s time to execute the database
query and display the results. See FIGURE 9.

getAll() is a function that is part of the
PEAR library, within the DB object class. It
retrieves all rows in a query result as a single
large array. Each element of the array is a sub-
array where the subscripts are the column
names from the SQL statement. Of course,
this is the exact requirement for the
getRowHTML() function!

One thing that is a little peculiar about
PHP is the way that one “walks” through
arrays. There are several ways to do this, but
the syntax “while (list($i,$row) = each($result))”
is the most versatile approach. For each ele-
ment in the array $result, this statement will
assign its subscript (an integer, in this case) to
the variable $i, and its contents (a sub-array,
in this case) to the variable $row. The reset()
function just before this while statement
ensures that the array’s internal subscript
pointer is set to the first element.

You need to add one more thing to “cata-
log.php” to make it complete:

include($_SERVER[“DOCUMENT_ROOT”] .

“/../include/footer.inc”);

?>

Of course, this inserts the standard footers
that were developed in the previous article of
this series.

At last, the code is done and ready for testing!
Ice Floe Housing is now online with a

simple, but easily enhanced, catalog of the
company’s products. We’ve seen how to do
some interesting things with PHP, and have
created a page that is sophisticated enough
to have two distinct modes with different
formatting. Penny’s next step is to add a
clickable “Buy Now!” link to each item’s
detail page.  

Scott Courtney is a senior engineer with Sine
Nomine Associates, an engineering consulting
company. His career has included fifteen years in
engineering and IT at a large manufacturing com-
pany. He also worked as a technical journalist and
editor for an online publisher for one year. Scott is
an active open source developer in both PHP and
Java languages and maintains a number of pro-
duction Web sites using open source tools
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$sql1 = “select catalog.*, manufacturers.name mfg, product_types.name prod_type”;
$sql1 .= “ from catalog left join manufacturers on catalog.mfg_id=manufactur-
ers.id”;
$sql1 .= “ left join product_types on catalog.product_type=product_types.id”;

$sql2 = “ order by prod_type,cat_number”;

$db =& DB::connect(“mysql://icefloe:tux@localhost/icefloe”);
if (!is_object($db)) {

die(“<b>ERROR</b> Failed to create database object.\n”);
}

# If we have a catalog number supplied, then show the detail for one product.
# Otherwise, show the summaries for all products.
if (isDetailMode()) {

$sql = $sql1 . “ where cat_number=’” . $_GET[“cat_number”] . “‘“;
} else {

$sql = $sql1 . $sql2;
}

FIGURE 8: BUILDING THE SQL FOR THE MAIN CATALOG QUERY, DEPENDING ON DISPLAY MODE

# This function displays one catalog item, either in summary or in
# detail mode depending on the state of GET variable “cat_number”.
function getRowHTML($row) {

$html = “<hr><h2 align=\”left\”>”;
if (isDetailMode()) {

$html .= $row[“cat_number”];
} else {

$html .= “<a href=\”” . $_SERVER[“SCRIPT_NAME”];
$html .= “?cat_number=” . $row[“cat_number”] . “\”>”;
$html .= $row[“cat_number”] . “</a>”;

}
$html .= “&nbsp;” . htmlspecialchars($row[“name”]) . “</h2>\n”;
$price = sprintf(“%.2f”,$row[“price”]);
$html .= “<p><b>\$” . $price . “ each”;
if ($row[“lot_size”]) {

$lot_price = sprintf(“%.2f”,$row[lot_size]*$row[“lot_unit_price”]);
$html .= “, or save by purchasing “ . $row[“lot_size”] . “ for

“;
$html .= “ only \$” . $lot_price;

}
$html .= “</b>\n”;
$html .= “<blockquote>” . htmlspecialchars($row[“summary”]);
if (isDetailMode()) {

$html .= “<p>” . htmlspecialchars($row[“detail”]);
}
$html .= “</blockquote>\n”;
return $html;

}

FIGURE 7: GETROWHTML() DISPLAYS ONE CATALOG ITEM'S DATA, EITHER IN SUMMARY OR
DETAILED MODE

# Query the database to get the catalog information.
# We request that it be returned as an associative array.
$result = $db->getAll($sql,DB_FETCHMODE_ASSOC);
if (DB::isError($result)) {

print(“<b>ERROR</b> Unable to retrieve catalog data.\n”);
print(“SQL was: $sql”);

} else {
print(“<p align=\”center\”><b>[ <a href=\”/\”>Ice Floe Housing Home

Page</a> “);
if (isDetailMode()) {

print(“| <a href=\”/catalog.php\”>Return to Catalog</a> “);
}
print(“]</b></p>\n”);
reset($result);
while (list($i,$row) = each($result)) {

print(getRowHTML($row));
}

}

FIGURE 9: THE MAIN CATALOG QUERY, WHICH OBTAINS THE DATA TO BE DISPLAYED AND
THEN CALLS GETROWHTML() TO DISPLAY EACH ITEM
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